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   Dover  Jan. 21. 1857

Mr Chandler
          Dear Sir=
   Your favor of the the 14th=
inst was duly received and brot. intelligence later
than that re.d  by the payments from Bangor.
We feel very well satisfied with the Senators Elect
and presume that they new the best selections under
the circumstances.  Yet we should have been equally
satisfied had the choices fell upon Lot Morrill and
F.O.J. Smith.  Albeit the latter would^ have been rather a
bitter pill for Maine Law Men.          The Bangor Journal
seems to be quite jubilant over the defeat of the Morrills
yet it would have been doubly so if Hamlin had
been defeated.   They seem to have much to say
about the demoralization of the Republican Party, mainly
because some who have sought for places which they
have failed to obtain^

feel disappointed of the strength of the party consisted
merely in the “cohesive power of public blunder” . There
might be some ground for prediction,  as it is, the
assertion is simply gratuitous.
 I suppose you know something of the contest for councilors
and the chagrin and mortification of those who were disappointed
in their efforts to obtain the situation.   I think there is
vitality enough in the party to survive such shocks.
Although personally I should have been pleased to have
seen our friend Pullen in that position.  Yet I am



by no means certain
that his election would have been the best policy, or
would have given less dissatisfaction generally.
I presume that no one could have been taken whose Election
would have been so unsatisfactory to our Border Ruffian
friends as that of Monroe.  They feel disappointed and
chagrined  and some of them do not attempt to keep it secret
I confess that I am somewhat malicious when I say
that I enjoy their discomfiture much.  It was really gratifying 
to see them “brot.^

up All Standing”  as they were here when the
intelligence was rec.d   of the defeat of Forney who is Buchananʼs
“Man Friday” __ it shows conclusively that they have work to
do among themselves to keep their ranks steady,  and 
prevent insurrection among their own subjects.  if nothing
more is gained it will draw their attention to their internal own
affairs and leave the Republicans free to pursue their
own business in their own way. ~
 We have been shut out from the world since
Monday by a violent snow storm which has probably
visited you.  We have had no mail since Saturday
night, and from present appearances we may have to 
wait until Saturday before we get any further intelligence
from abroad.=  There is nothing of importance as
regards news in this vicinity which is of any interest
our friend Drake has suffered a slight interruption
in his business in consequence of a visit from some of
his Boston friends.  An arrangement was effected by 
which he was enabled to go on with his business
after taking J.S. Thompson for a partner --- had he and Osborn



had less to do with W. Cobb it would have
been decidedly for their interest. __  Osborn
you are probably aware compromised with his
Boston creditors for 25 cents on a dollar
canceling a bill of 1000 $ for 4.  Which is called
a shrewd transaction by his Border friends.
I learn that Capt. Chase Parker died
yesterday.  Will be buried Thursday afternoon
Hoping that you will have a pleasant sojourn
at the capital and that the Legislature will 
be “Wise as Infants”
   I remain your truly
    C.H.B. Woodbury

Chars P. Chandler Esq
  Augusta
                               Me




